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Bill,In the less oracular version it can be mentioned that apparently a Board member told Clark about the Gore 

talks, and Clark called us with the threat that if we didn't tell him what was going on he was going to call all of 

the Board members, the White House, and the Vice President's office.  Clark was not very diplomatic, and it 

was awkward for us -- because we could not discuss something that has not been formally communicated to 

us.Eileen called all of the Board members.  I think you were the only one she didn't reach because the Library 

had closed.Best,JeremyTo:	Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:	wljoyce @ 

phoenix.Princeton.EDU @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	03/09/98 08:03:56 PMSubject:	Re: Bob 

ClarkJeremy:  This is a bit oracular, Jeremy, but I take your main point.						--BillAt 07:20 PM 3/9/98 -0500, 

you wrote:>>Eileen has spoken to some of you about her call from Bob Clark regarding>the Gore-

Chernomyrdin talks.  We need to be very careful about this because>the State Department has gone out on a 

limb for us and they probably will>not want to be undercut by us on this matter.  We should not be 

disclosing>publicly our confidential communications with the State Department.  We are>telling Clark that we 

have "no comment" on this and that this is an issue>that should be addressed by the White House or by the 

Vice President.  We>still have no "official" communication from the State Department on this>issue.>>Please 

call if you have any questions.  And, as always, it helps a great>deal if we can coordinate such issues in 

advance rather than undertake>damage control after the cat is out of the bag.>>>>William L. JoyceAssociate 
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